Water filtration system
take back the tap!
DrinkPure HOME – take back the tap!

DrinkPure HOME turns every faucet into a source of healthy and natural tasting water

If it really has to be safe: Our revolutionary water filter is the only faucet filter on the market that removes microplastics and pathogens. This has been approved by accredited laboratories. DrinkPure HOME also reduces any undesired smell and taste (e.g. chlorine), as well as pesticides from your tap water.

Just screw DrinkPure HOME to your faucet and enjoy great tasting water immediately at the highest flow rate available. With our QuickFix adapter, you can decide within seconds if your water should be filtered or unfiltered.

One filter cartridge lasts up to two months. We then suggest exchanging the cartridge with a new one. Start filtering today and switch to DrinkPure HOME. It will save you money and time.

Easy to install / mount within seconds
Faucet filtration system with replaceable filter

- 3× smaller than any other system available on the market
- Replaceable filter lasts up to 130 gallons (500 L)
- Fits on all standard faucets and is easy to install
- Unbeatable price/performance ratio reduces your water cost up to 1,000 USD per year\(^1\)

Multilayered replacement filter

- Supports you in preparing your baby food, tea and coffee
- Preserves the natural mineral content of your water
- For the reduction of microplastics, rust and bacteria

The fine prefilter media protects the membrane from high load of larger particles (e.g. sand). Therefore, the membrane can filter over a longer period.

The patented membrane filters smallest particles (e.g. rust or microplastics), as well as germs from your tap water. Make your water safe again!

Activated carbon removes odors (e.g. chlorine) & pesticides. Further, a self disinfecting surface prevents filter contamination.

Patented technology EP2476724 (A1)

The DrinkPure HOME water filtration system uses a multilayer filter for your comfort and safety. The core of each filter is the patented Novamem DrinkPure™ membrane, which has been invented by engineers from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH). Thanks to the over 3 billion pores, germs are retained without a large reduction of the flow rate. The result is DrinkPure HOME – The smallest filter not relying on chemistry.

About us

DrinkPure is the brand of the Swiss company Novamem Ltd. Novamem is the inventor of this technology and is the first to implement it worldwide. Our customers profit with DrinkPure water filters from unrivaled flow rates at highest comfort levels. Try it yourself today and switch to the experts in water filtration.
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DrinkPure HOME - Family

DrinkPure HOME - basic
standard plastic housing

DrinkPure HOME - chrome
chromed plastic housing

DrinkPure HOME - steel
pure stainless steel

DrinkPure, a brand by Novamem Ltd.
Rütistrasse 16
8952 Schlieren
Switzerland
Phone +41 (0) 44 533 26 40
info@drinkpure-waterfilter.com